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Subject: Improved performance of CVT fluid after treatment with X1R CVT
Treatment.
After a number of conversations with various X1R staff and distributors it has become apparent that the
technical data for CVT Treatment has not been fully understood.
The initial test conducted using the JASO M349 LVFA test with Nissan NSII fluid showed that their fluid
failed after about 72 hours. The Toyota TC faired slightly better with a fail point of about 120 hours.
After being treated with 17% by weight of X1R CVT Treatment both fluids lasted more than 360 hours.
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The problem with the test is that they were conducted by South West Research Labs who will not let us
use their name on our materials and thus the tests look a little unprofessional. We are currently
retesting with Nissan, Toyota, Honda and Proton Fluids in Japan with a facility that will allow us to use
the raw data in our literature but this will take some four months to complete all the tests although I
hope to furnish you with partial results as we get them.
In the meantime it is valid for you to claim a more than doubling of the life expectancy of the fluid
particularly when the vehicle is operating outside of normal operating parameters. Please feel free to
use this in your marketing materials and sales efforts to any company using CVT’s .

Nigel McKenzie.
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